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Some aspects of the notation and performance of
German song around 1400
The unwavering aspiration of Hugo von Montfort,
Count of Bregenz, to high moral pretensions is
apparent throughout his poetic works his love songs
in the form of versified letters, for example, were
intended not for his beloved but for his wife, and the
wachter (watchman) of his Tagelieder appears as a
personified super-ego who warns the poet '
Lieder tichten tu nit mer
das rat ich dir by miner er
davon man tantzen tut
Write no more songs
I advise you on my honour,
for dancing
The poet answers
Wachter. des wil ich volgen dir
der lied geticht ich niemer mir
des solt du sicher sin
Watchman, I will take your advice,
I will not write these songs any longer,
you can be sure of that2
Despite this warning, Hugo returned to the despised
genre of the dance-song, illustrating the voice of Frau
Welt in a dialogue with the allegorical figure of the
knight, in whom traditional ideals and virtues are
symbolized 3
This dialogue is known from a presentation manu-
script of Hugo von Montforfs poetry in Heidelberg
(see lllus 5 and ex 1) The magnificent miniature with
which the entry is decorated explains why the
dialogue has become his best-known poem The
activities of the illuminator, Heinnch Aurhaym, make
it possible to date the parchment manuscript from
shortly after 1410 4
The poet presents the dialogue in scenes on several
levels, comprising content, and—with the help of his
'Knecht' (page) Burk Mangolt—music 5 A catalogue of
knightly virtues, presented in the bar form character-
istic of late-medieval Spruch, is set opposite the
temptations of Frau Welt For her, Hugo returns to the
literary style of the dance-song, as exemplified by the
Ex 1 Hugo von Montfort 'Fro welf, from D-HEu Cpg 329, f 35r
» Fro welt, lr suit gar hupsch und schon,
Gar lie - bi wort unt suss ge - don,
Und e - wer Ion fur inch
Als lerr da ist kain schlich
Wer sich mit dir bo - kum - born tut.
I
Der ist /war in am ler - gang komen
4
Und geit am Jung bo - ben mut,
Das han ich si - cher v\ol \er - nomen
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1 W o l k e n s t e i n Ms A ( \ V V n 2777| . ff 4 8 \ , 51 r and 56 \
songs of Neidhart von Reuenthal and his many
followers, songs which were still popular and widely
known around 1400.
The contrast is underlined by the choice of different
musical characteristics: the broad arches of the
knight's calmly flowing melody are set against the
triadic motifs and melodic leaps that accompany Frau
Welt, in a process that helps to elucidate the text:
lui.s \ugc!u surgen und gang zu rrnr
und spring mit froeden an den tantz
Let the birds u o m rind rorae to me
and pimp with ]O\ into dance
Finally—and this is particularly interesting—the
contrast is defined further by the use of different kinds
of notation: while the knight's speech appears in
traditional Gothic chant notation of the Lorraine type,
which does not allow for rhythmic differentiation, the
dance-song of Frau Welt is copied in an awkward
mensural notation that implies an emphatic triple
rhythm.
This mensuration is the product of the addition of
minim tails to the puncta of the chant notation: the
Gothic punctum was clearly now interpreted as a
semibreve. But the scribe was uncertain of his task:
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first he placed the tails at random, then he omitted all
rhythmic clarification, and only in the fifth verse of
the dance-song did he use the tails to imply a regular
triple rhythm, yet so cautiously that the minims can
hardly be recognized as such.
The process of reinterpreting the Gothic punctum as
a mensural semibreve can also be traced in three songs
by Oswald von Wolkenstein 'Zergangen ist meins
herzens we' (Kl 116), 'Erwach an schnck' (Kl 40) and
'Frew dich durchlauchtig mnckfraw zarf (Kl 126) 6 All
three were intended to be sung to the same melody, in
the manuscript known as Wolkenstein A (A-Wn 2777)
only the first is presented with the complete melody,
the other two having only an incipit
As can be seen from lllus 1, the incipit of the last
song consists of a series of pedes muscarum in
traditional Gothic chant notation, while that of the
second song comprises semibreves interspersed with
occasional minims, only in the first song is a regular
mixture of semibreves and minims recognizable As in
Hugo von Montfort's dialogue, differentiation may be
observed here between speech in free rhythm and
rhythmic dance-song Both in the songs of didactic
and narrative content that are speech-oriented as well
as the autobiographical songs and some of the
Tageheder, the succession of identical semibreves
points to a free performance governed by the rhythm
of the text By contrast, the notation of the dance-like
love songs consists of a more or less regular
alternation of semibreves and minims, pointing to an
accented rhythmic performance
Oswald was also able to combine these two modes
of performance The Tagehed 'Es seusst dort her von
orient' (Kl 20) suggests that free performance was only
envisaged for the two Stollen of the Aufgesang, by
contrast, the Abgesang shows the characteristic semi-
breve-minim rhythm of the dance-song (see lllus 2 and
ex 2) Here, as in the works of Hugo von Montfort, the
contrast in musical setting reflects the content of the
text While description of the situation and of the
lovers' dialogue at dawn—traditional subjects of the
Tagehed— are elaborated in the Aufgesang, in the
Abgesang (designated repetiao) Oswald introduces an
element of dramatic action
Zwar si began in drucken
zucken aus dem slaff
freunthch an sich smucken.
rucken ane straff
And she began to cuddle,
to bring him out of his sleep,
to nestle against him closely,
to press against him with desire
The works of these two poets thus demonstrate that a
knowledge of mensural notation made it possible, on
one hand, to notate the emphatic rhythmic character
of the dance-song, and, on the other, to emphasize the
rhythmically free performance of Spruch and related
song types The combination of these methods of
performance in Hugo's dialogue songs and Oswald's
Tageheder shows how wider notational possibilities
could also affect the organization of the text Hugo
von Montfort's songs resulted from collaboration with
Burk Mangolt, who composed the melodies and was
probably also responsible for their copying It is not
known whether an experienced assistant worked with
Oswald von Wolkenstein in creating the music for his
monodies But he certainly looked to earlier models in
his polyphonic songs, for 15 out of the 37 works
attributed to him have so far been identified as
contrafacta 1 Their models were derived partly from the
repertory of western polyphony popular in Central
Europe in the 14th century, and partly, as has recently
been discovered, from Oswald's Burgundian contem-
poraries From this alone it seems likely that his
monodies were not solely his own work either
Nevertheless, he must have made use of formulas that
originated amongst his acquaintances, a circle of
intellectuals interested in music, and familiar on the
one hand with traditional idioms of German secular
monody, and on the other with the notation of western
polyphony
These observations are also relevant with regard to a
small group of two-part songs, whose style points to
native traditions, but whose notation—to a greater
extent than that of the monodies—suggests the
influence of western notational practices
More extensive rhythmic differentiation is implied
in the song 'Wol auf, wol an, kind, weip und man (Kl
75), whose notation makes use of both red semibreves
and red minims (see lllus 3 and ex 3) However, a
comparison of the notation in the two Wolkenstein
manuscripts, and an examination of the grouping of
the various kinds of notes shows that this is not the
case, for the red semibreve, which normally implies
the value of a minim, must occasionally be read as
having the same value as a black one In addition,
there are some black semibreves with the value of
minims, apparently because the scribe forgot to add
tails to the minims
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2 O s w a l d v o n W o l k e n s t e i n . Es s e u s s t d o r t her' , f r o m W o l k e n s t e i n MS B | A l u s . s ) . ff.9r a n d v
Concealed behind the seemingly complex notation
lies a surprisingly straightforward composition; apart
from the beginnings and ends of sections, the upper
and lower voices move almost exclusively in parallel
fifths." Here, the practice of 'fifthing'. which had
formerly not required notation, is fully specified. The
rules of this technique, derived from theoretical
writings and practical examples, have been described
by Sarah Fuller: an upper voice would be improvised in
parallel 5ths to a given melody, and. at the beginning
or end of a section, would move from or to the octave
or unison.^
Oswald himself refers to it (K1.5):
das zitlren swecht mir all gelid
owe ist mem gesangk
dasselb quientier ich tag und nacht.
mein tenor ist mil rumpfen wo/bedarht
Shivering weakens m^ entire body.
Mv song is called o v\eh
and so I sing cla\ and nighl in fifths:
my Tenor has become fragmented.
a n d a l s o (K1.21):
Wie wol der gauch von hals nit schon quientieret
und der franzoisch hoflich discantieret
Just as the cuckoo does not sing beautifully with
fifths in his throat, and sings discant in the French courtly
manner.
Hugo von Montfort also refers to it:
Die vogel singen uberal
quint und quart mensur
mit mangem sussen lieben schal
etleicher halt tenur
octaf die stimm erhe/len tut
The birds sing in intervals of fifths or fourths with
quite sweet lovely sounds: sometimes one stops
the tenor, the octave sounds bright with it
and:
Da hort irh vil der vogel don
octav was nicht vergessen
lenur und discantieren'"
I heard much bird song.
the octave was not neglected
with the tenor and with discanr singing
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Ex.2 Oswald von Wolkensteia 'Es seusst dort her', transcription from Wolkenstein MS B |A-Iu s.s)
Es seusst dort her von
Don sturm or - hort a in
o - n - ont
freu - hn /art.
der wind, lo - vant ist or go - nont;
do es mit ar - mos ban - don hart
durch In - di - a er wol or - konnt,
mit lie - bom hist ver - slos - sen ward.
in Su - ri - a ist or bo - hend,
si sprach: ich nor die wi - dor - part.
/u Krie - chen er nit wi - der - wont,
dor tag die nacht mit >chein be - kart,
d u re h Ba r - ba - r i - a d a s
wach aut, niein hurt! sich hat
go - lent,
ge - schart
Gra - na - ten
dor ster - no
hat er bald or - rent,
glast von hi - mo Is gart.
Por - tu - gal,
wacii - lor, ich
N - p.) - ni - o er - brent,
spur ain val - sche wart,
u - bor - all die werlt von ort / u end
doin loib pringt mich in ja - mors art.
reg - niert dor e - del
ach wicht, wer hat dich
le - ment;
ge - l.irt.
dor tag in hat
das du mich pringst
/u bott ge - sennt.
in son - des mart,
dor nach im durch das fir - ma - ment
da • von mein her/ in laid er - start,
schon dringt /u wi - dor - stroit po - nont.
es musst rnich reu - en hie und dart.
Ik. -
fb trout ^ich durt in oc - ci - dent
ob im miss - iing mit hi - in1 - v-.irt;
das nor - bog - ni - schc ^o
das pringt duin sno - des go - trach
tf.
tf.
V ' r~> ' 'v r ' f' -• ' ' - 5 r^j.
zwar si bf-fian in druk - ken /uk - ken aus dem s|af( ireunt - lich an sichsmuk - ken ruk - kvn a • ne straff
r
das er be - gan zu kra • chen w(i - chen sun - der swa - chen ma - chen liep - lich /aff.
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3 Oswald von Wolkenstein, Wol aul, wol an. from Wolkenstein MS A (A-VVn 2777), I 35r Red notes in the MS are marked by 1 "Is.
Improvized polyphony is also suggested in two secular
songs by the Monk of Salzburg preserved only in
monophonic versions. The Mondsee-Vienna manu-
script {A- Wn 2856) contains the following rubrics: 'Der
tenor haizt der freudensaal' (This tenor is called 'Der
Freudensaal' [the room of joy]) and 'Ain tenor von
hubscher melodey. als sy es gem gemacht haben,
darauf nicht yglicher kund ubersingen1 (A tenor of
attractive melody, as they composed it, not everyone
can improvize on it)."
Together with the repeated references to Hugo von
Montfort and Oswald von Wolkenstein to 'fifthing' and
singing in discant, this shows that the polyphonic-
performance of secular songs preserved as monodies
has to be considered. The notation of works that obey
the rules of improvized polyphony underlines this
conclusion. At the same time the question must also
be asked why and under what conditions secular
songs were copied out in the form of simple
polyphony.
The Monk of Salzburg's Tagelieder'Dy trumpet' and
Ain enpfahen' point to a possible explanation.i: In the
former, which probably owes its name to the contin-
uous triadic motifs in both voices, the dialogue of the
lovers in the top voice is juxtaposed with the warning
cry of the watchman in the lower voice. In 'Ain
enpfahen', the dialogue is shared between the two
voices. Double texts are also found in another of the
Monk's two-part songs, 'Wolauff lieben gcscllcn Sys
willekommen her Martin' (the song of Martin).11 While
this work is preserved in four sources, the Tagelieder
appear onh in the Mondsee-Vienna manuscript, the
most important source of the Monk's secular output,
which Karl Bertau has recently established as dating
from the second half of the 1 5th century.14 An earlier
source for all three of the Monk's polyphonic songs,
the Strasbourg Codex 222 c.22, was destroyed by fire in
1870.
Polytextuality and dialogue structure can only be
held partly responsible for the notation of Oswald's
traditional works. The song 'Wol auf, wol an' has
alternating texts in bars 23-4; with the tenor reading
'Amplick herte', and the discant 'der geferte'; MS A
gives the direction in discantu at this point.15
But another reason for this notation in Oswald's
simple' pieces could be the composer's or the
copyist's desire to impose a sophisticated form on to
the improvised examples of an unwritten tradition, a
form modelled on that of the international repertory
that he knew. But this did not extend to taking over the
rules of counterpoint; it applied only to the notation,
and only as he understood it or as it caught his eye,
that is, particularly in the various uses of red
notation.
Comparable, though in a different form, is a two-
part work in the so-called St Emmeram Codex. D-Mbs
Clm. 14274 (see illus.4 and ex.4). 1 have been able to
identify its tenor as the so-called 'taghorn'. another
Tagehed by the Monk of Salzburg.16 The taghorn' is
preserved elsewhere only in a monophonic version,
although a note in the Mondsee-Vienna manuscript
seems to suggest a drone accompaniment. The St
Emmeram Codex gives the tenor without text, while
the discant sets the Latin hvinn Vem rerum ronditor. In
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Ex.J Oswald von Wolkenstein. 'Wol auf. wol an', transcription from Wolkenstein MS A (A-Wn 2777)
|The C4 signature of the cantus is corrected to C2.)
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4 Veni rerum conditor', from St Emmeram Codex (D-Mbs Clm. 14274). ff.64v-65r
spite of the rich figuration of the upper voice this
clearly constitutes another example of simple poly-
phony as may be recognized more easily when the
work is reduced to its basic framework (see ex.5).
Ex.5 Veni rerum conditor', reduction
h, - S
Parallel fifths moving to final octaves again suggest
the technique of'fifthing', but the second section also
contains some writing in contrary motion; voice
crossing is, however, avoided because the range of the
upper voice lies about a fifth higher than that of the
tenor. As well as the use of mensural notation and
especially of small note-values, the work takes on a
sophisticated appearance through the flourishes of
the upper voice. The majority of the discant's melodic
formulas correspond to those known from early organ
tutors.17
The copying of both secular monodies and simple
polyphony in Oswald and the St Emmeram Codex
demonstrates a meeting of local traditions with Ars
Nova notation. But is is also apparent that certain
circles were more prepared to accept mensural
notation than its associated contrapuntal theories.
Early 1 5th-century composers in Central Europe were
thus able to use Ars Nova notation for works that
looked back to the beginnings of polyphony.
The circumstances in which the traditions of
Central Europe and those of the West came to meet
may now be examined. The provenance of manu-
scripts containing regional early 15th-century songs
in modern notation is important. The 'taghorn'. for
example, appears in the sixth gathering of the St
Emmeram Codex, which, as Ian Rumbold's and
Dagmar Braunschweig-Pauli's investigations have
shown, must have originated before 1440, at the
University of Vienna. '8 The compiler of the Schratsches
Liederbuch, Liebhard Eghenvelder, who also studied in
Vienna, copied secular German monodies (including
the songs of Neidhart of Reuenthal) in mensural
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Ex.4 Veni rerum conditor. transcription from St Emmeram Codex (D-Mbs Clm. 14274)
.
N
 '
 r
 ' • * 0 * r ! !_
U
\V-ni re-rum con - di - tor/ ii • Ins - tra no**- tra** men - tcs/ ce-li-que tor-re con-di - tor/ in sor-di-
ir r ^ L ^
bus i,i - LLii - tes/ di - vo cum iu - va • mi - no/ ex du * no lar-gi-ta - tis/ i - t<i - qut'
r r^ ir •? 5 iL f r i? i . r ' f f r
sa - cro tla • mi - ne/ fon - tu di - vi - ni - ta - tis ro - ra dc dt'-su - pv - ri - us/
Si - na/ dul - cum ym • brem u - bf-ri - us/ hinc j^ ra - ti * am pro - pi - na/ qua • re
* C4 cttrrectod to C^
notation between 1432 and 1434." Furthermore,
Oswald Holer, the scribe of the sixth gathering of the
Wolkenstein MS A, is known to have matriculated in
Vienna in 1417.20 Unfortunately nothing is known
about the education of Burk Mangold, Hugo von
Montfort's musical assistant, unless he can be
identified with the Mangoldus studying at the Univer-
sity of Prague in 1378.21 Burkhardus Mangolt of
Pregantia, listed as matriculating from the University
of Vienna in 1450, cannot have been the composer,
since the latter died before 1435.22
A connection with the University of Heidelberg is
suggested by a monophonic version of the taghorn'
preserved in the former Heidelberg manuscript, I-Rvat
Palatini lat.1260. Here the Monk's song is presented
(in an appendix to a lecture) in a way that seems to
suggest mensural notation.23 The transmission of
German songs in mensural notation makes the
University environment a likely meeting point for
regional and Western traditions.
Other evidence that suggests that the University of
Vienna acted as intermediary is to be found in the
repertory of the St Emmeram Codex, the fragments in
Nuremberg (D-Nst lat.9 and 9a), and in Melk (A-M
Cod.749), all of which show that Ars Nova polyphony
was known there.24 The notation of three chansons in
Vorau (A-V Cod.380) also supports this theory, since
the manuscript dated c. 1419, belonged to one of the
University's most prominent canon lawyers, Johann
Himmel, who served several terms as rector.25
Apart from a familiarity with Western compositions,
the teaching of mensural theory must also have been
of considerable significance for the assimilation of
modern notational practices. A series of mensural
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treatises from Central Europe shows that such
teaching took place in German-speaking regions from
the second half of the 14th century onwards Certain
similarities between some of these treatises have
recently been identified by Tom Ward, notably the
references to a few works from the international
repertory that were evidently widely circulated in
Central Europe, and secondly, the use of some
unusual signs to indicate prolation, also found in
manuscripts originating in Central and Eastern Eur-
ope 26 Another treatise in this group, largely ignored
until now, is the so-called Sterzing Miscellaneous MS
(Sterzing/Vipiteno, City Hall, s s ) ff lr-3v,27 a men-
sural treatise that contains these same unusual
prolation signs and refers to 'Je languis', 'Soy tart
tempre' and the anonymous ballade 'A discort' whose
incipit is used as an example of notation It is
noteworthy that this manuscript, whose oldest section
dates from c 1410, also contains secular German
monody in mensural notation, including songs by
Neidhart of Reuenthal and the Monk of Salzburg
Although it is highly probable that mensural theory
was disseminated in the university environment, there
is no unequivocal evidence to that effect, only the
anonymous writer of Michaelbeuren mentions the
'studium Pragense' in the colophon.28 Even the
university curricula give little further assistance. The
much-cited Musica Muns which, next to Boethius's
Musica, appears comparatively frequently in curricula
is not, as has been shown by Gerhardt Pietzsch and
more recently by Max Haas, to be equated with the
mensural theory of Johannes de Muris On the
contrary, only theoretical music was included in the
main course of study 29
Nevertheless, practical music must have played a
role outside the obligatory lectures that took up only a
limited space in the running of late-medieval univer-
sities. Consideration must also be made of the exeratia
held in the students' bursae or in the private chambers
of their masters, during which discussion took place
of preparatory subjects such as grammar and intro-
ductory logic But the exercitia also covered the
subjects of the Quadnvium—algonsmus, computus,
proportiones and so on—as Gerhard Ritter has demon-
strated, using curricula from the University of Heidel-
berg 30 Practical music, including contrapuntal and
mensural theory, can be included under the heading
proportiones, for example. The treatise by Henricus of
Zeelandia also begins in this way: 'Gaudent musicorum
discipuli, quod Henricus de Zeelandia aliqua brevia
tractat de musica: videlicet quid sint proportiones et in
quo fuennf 3I 1 have been able to identify a Hinricus
de Zelandia from the diocese of Cambrai as having
been at the University of Heidelberg in 1429 32
Finally, the musical training at Heidelberg is
possibly reflected in two treatises written by a former
student there, Albertus Loffler, who later became a
Dominican prior in Basel One is a commentary on
Hugo Spechtshart von Reuthngen's Flores mustcae,
beginning 'Quoniam ut dicit Sanctus Augustinus in
domo Dei', and the other a mensural treatise,
'Notandum est circa figuraciones notularum'33 Both
were also included in the now destroyed manuscript
Strasbourg 222c 22, the mensural treatise formed part
of the Liber musicahum attributed to Philippe de
Vitry 34
Some conclusions may now be drawn from the
foregoing material (1) The experience of mensural
notation gained from the university environment
made it possible in the 15th century for scribes of
German songs to differentiate in their copying
between the performance of lyrics and of dance-
songs. (2) Collaboration with a musician or a scribe
educated in notation gave the poet the possibility of
combining metrical and non-metrical elements in a
song (3) The use of Ars Nova notation for simple
polyphony led to the copying of songs formerly
improvised or transmitted orally (4) Both this and
certain observations made by poets demonstrate the
possibility of polyphonic performance of monophonic
songs
Simple polyphonic songs in Ars Nova notation
marked only the first step in the assimilation of
western polyphony in Central Europe, a step that, in
the end, bore no consequences What did bear fruit,
however, was a further step that resulted in the
production of works indigenous to German-speaking
areas by the contemporaries of Dufay, thereby leading
to the songs found in the Lochamer and Schedel
collections
Translated by Barbara Haggh
Lorenz Welker studied medicine in Munich and musicology
and psychology m Basle and Zurich He is an assistant
lecturer at the Musikwtssenschafthches Seminar, University
of Heidelberg
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5 Hugo von Montfort. 'Fro welf from D-HEu Cpg.329. f.35r
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Staatsbibliothek, Clm 14274', EMH, I (1981), pp 325-43
27Cf E Thurnher and M Zimmermann, eds, Die Sterzmger
Mtszellaneen-Handschnft, facs ed , Litterae. lxi (Goppingen. 1979),
for general comments on the MS, see M Zimmermann, Die Sterzmger
Miszellaneen-Handschnft, Innsbrucker Beitrage zur Kulturwissen-
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see Welker, 'New Light on Oswald von Wolkenstein', op at
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zweiten Halfte des 14 Jahrhunderts in der Stiftsbibliothek
Michaelbeuern/Salzburg", Kirchenmusikahsches Jahrbuch, xlvi (1962),
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29G Pietzsch, ZurPflege derMusik an den deutschen Vmversitaten bis
zur Mine des 16 Jahrhunderts (Darmstadt, 1971), M Haas, 'Studien zur
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Forum Musicologicum in (1982), pp 323-456
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3IE de Coussemaker. ed , Scnptorum de musica medn aevi novam a
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Strasbourg, Bibliotheque mumapale, 222 C 22 (diss ,U of Zurich, 1988)
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those advanced in my dissertation
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